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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

How do you conceive buffer zones for ‘urban forests’? 

This foundational report is based on a descriptive research aimed to profile buffer 

region of Bannerghatta National Park, through available records and insights from 

select stakeholders. 

The report premise on the argument that ideal-type buffer zones conceived by law 

as well as literature are impractical in urban context. Therefore, it sets itself to 

understand variety of factors that might impact design and public acceptance of 

buffer region of BNP, India’s largest protected urban forest. 

Findings include- 

 Unprecedented confusion and complexity related to buffer zone (ESZ) law 

in India chiefly due to PAs in urban centres underlines the need to revise 

policy and design of buffer zones for urban forests from planning & 

governance perspective. 

 To first establish wider relevance of this study, I present first ever record of 

Urban Protected Areas in India. 21 PAs are located in 16 urban centres, 

where 16 of these PAs are buffered by 100-mts or less extent. 

 Central story highlights the surprising decision to severely cut BNP’s ESZ 

from 268.96 sq.km to 181.57 sq.km in February 2017. 

 While press reported political pressure as one of the reason, the actual 

motivation to reduce it remains unclear. 

 Part of political pressure came from a cabinet sub-committee of Karnataka 

state government, formed to decide over ESZ for PAs across the state. But 

absence of information on its deliberations keep the search on for the motive. 

 A senior forest officer hints at local-level agitation, overreach of ESZ rules 

and high probability of land-use intensification motives. 

 On the other hand, a mid-ranked forest official pointed at the little role of 

Bengaluru’s Master Plan as well as poor integration with other state 

departments, implying overreliance on forest department could have 

weakened the case of ESZ. 

 Brushing aside a threat of large infra projects, officer saw mitigation of 

elephant-human conflict to compensate for a regulated buffer region. 

 A 2016 IISc study invited by forest department takes an eco-centric view and 

divides BNP’s buffer into four eco-sensitive regions. 

 Out of 147 villages with very high to high sensitivity, only 74 made to the 

Draft ESZ, with 16 given just a perfunctory extent. 

 I present a Red-list of 22 villages to highlight the critical exclusions from 

ESZ. Ignoring top scientific advice and exclude these areas also provide us 

with specific locations to look for the motives. 

 Study switch to another track of urban policy to reveal that Bengaluru’s 

Master Plan seem to recognize ESZ but city’s growth simulations and project 

pipeline point out that transit infrastructure will be in direct conflict with 

BNP’s buffer region. 

 It concludes by underlining sorry state of defensive zoning of buffer region. I 

argue that core principles of buffer zone will rather tend to conserve the 

crucial elephant corridor through BNP. 

 I close the report with a through experiment to theoretically describe physical 

fences in a buffer region of a urban forest, identifying six types categorised 

on the basis of their core characteristics.  
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 INTRODUCTION 

To protect the buffers, an active collaboration is seen to be required between a 

range of interests who are mostly in direct conflict right at the point of respective 

core agendas. 

Due to fuzziness of authority and regulation, combined with luring perception of 

an ‘available & free’ land parcel (Zérah 2007), buffer areas around urban 

forests emerge as interesting sites to study contests between governance 

regimes, public and private interests, urban nature, sustainable development 

and patterns of urbanization.  

After the Supreme court of India ordered every national park and sanctuary to 

compulsorily notify 10 kilometre ESZ (which would act as a buffer), a number of 

states flatly refused to do so. Urban Protected Areas (UPAs) were the prime 

reasons that made the states fear because they felt it was impractical to restrict 

commercial activities over a 10 km width in congested cities such as those in 

India. Hence the special context of urban forests became a solid excuse for the 

states to push instead for an ad-hoc framework where ESZ can be identified by 

case to case basis.  

The case of impracticality and impossibility is strong, that reflects that the 

knowledge about buffer areas of UPAs is elementary at the moment. We need 

to find out what kind of data is needed to make relevant conclusions about 

these critical urban landscapes.. 

Buffer zones are considered critical for long term conservation of protected 

areas (PAs) (Ebregt & Greve 2000). In this regard, they are compared with 

‘shock absorbers’ (MoEF 2011). They are also looked as ‘filter strips’ designed 

and managed to control pollutants and anthropogenic impacts on forest ecology 

(Palone & Todd 1997). Buffer region is shown to be very important for 

maintaining wild life migration, species distribution and sustainable land-use 

around protected areas (Nepal 1994; Hamilton et.al 2013). 

However, in the urban context ideal-type buffer zones stand impractical (Bennet 

2003; Xun et.al 2014). To keep significant breadth of forest’s edge clear of 

buildings, infrastructure and other ecologically damaging activities is not 

possible in this context (Villasenor et.al 2014). At the same time, urban forests 

are considered very important for cities. They reduce their ecological footprint, 

heat island effect, pollution and psychological stress among its citizens (Vejre 

2010; Tzoulas 2007; Baumgardner 2012). 

In this scenario, where buffers are critical for forests, forests are critical for cities 

but conventional regulatory framework for buffers does not fit into the urban 

context- a clear problem is in sight. Hence there is an overdue need to study 

buffer zones of urban forests and find out appropriate way to define them. 

While the core areas of many urban forests are somewhat preserved due to the 

absolute decree of forest laws, the characteristic unplanned urbanization of 

Indian cities seem to be fast contaminating buffer zone environment where the 

authority of forest governance regime is at best, fuzzy (Wang 2009; Adhikari 

2015). 
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Naturally a first step for such an intervention needs us to build a 

comprehensive profile of UPA buffers through the use of available data 

and inputs from relevant parties who possibly hold stake in these buffer 

regions. The available literature on urban/peri-urban forests in India 

reveals that to some extent baseline information exists from the 

ecological point of view on their buffer zones. Theory and evidence from 

the side of species, ecosystems, geophysical attributes and biological 

resources has facilitated understanding and regulation of these zones. 

However, they are hardly studied from the perspective of urban 

governance and planning. In other words, while buffer areas have been 

looked from the forest it surrounds, they are not seen from outside, 

from the city that surrounds the buffer. 

The central problem buffer area of UPAs face today is the impact of urban 

expansion in their direction that has no cognisance of their unique nature 

and landscape. Causes for urban expansion are well-documented by 

studies on urban sprawl and urban growth. Nonetheless these causes 

need to be framed in the context of buffers. Challenge lies where primary 

data does not exist or lies unorganised. There is a need to understand the 

representation of regulatory and prohibitory frameworks of ESZs in the 

working of other bodies holding a stake in this area. This will give us the 

second set of evidence for defining UPA buffers as they are.  

However, the idea of cognisance gets complex when ground reality is also 

represented by what is expressed in terms of ‘violations’, ‘interpretation of 

rules’, ‘provision of exceptions’, ‘emergency measures’, ‘bureaucratic 

delay’, ‘corruption’, ‘customary norms’ and so on. A study in this respect 

will provide the final set of evidence to reach a comprehensive def inition 

of urban forest buffers.  

This study is a descriptive research seeking to describe the buffer zones 

as they are. It means we do not begin this study with a hypothesis but 

instead build one as an outcome. 

The exploratory approach allows me to refine the protocol as I move on, 

particularly for engaging stakeholders. I will need to adapt the recruiting 

profile of the stakeholders based on what is learnt in the pre-testing, 

opening field interactions, field visits and first strand of the study. 

 INTRODUCTION 
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 THE FOREST 

 
 
 
 

 

This study has a focus on the buffer areas of Bannerghatta National Park.  

Since Bannerghatta National Park (henceforth BNP or the Park) was declared in 

1974, it has expanded from 106.83 sq. km to 260.51 sq. km by the time its key 

management plan was approved in 2011. 

Today 13 reserve forests that together make BNP, expand about three districts of 

Bangalore Urban, Bangalore Rural and Ramanagara. Protection of these forests 

has enabled preservation of a terminal corridor linking a string of scrub 

forests originating from Eastern Ghats and ultimately merging into Western 

Ghats, thereon forming a part of what is called Mysore Elephant Reserve.  

This formation of forests is known to hold the single largest contagious population 

of Asian Elephants (Elephas maximus) in the world, which according to last 

estimates closes to about 9000 individuals. Regions within BNP are as well 

considered one of the last remaining old-growth intact forests, comprising 

ancient habitat of elephants in Indian sub-continent. 

          FACT SHEET 

BANNERGHATTA NATIONAL PARK 

 
AREA UNDER PROTECTION 260.51 sq. km 

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
RANGE 
 
 

22°C to 35°C 

PRECIPITATION 
 

625 mm to 1607 mm from June 

to mid of November from South 

West and North-East-monsoons. 

 

HIGHEST / LOWEST POINTS Bilikal Betta- 1075 mts + 

DoddaRagihalli Betta- 1035 mts / 

Rayatmalhole- 700 mts 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
BREAKDOWN 

13 Reserve Forests governed by 

6 ranges / 31 Beats 

 

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS ~147 Villages in the vicinity, and 

17 Hamlets (Enclosures) inside 

Park’s boundary. 

 
COMMONLY GROWN CROPS 

 
COMMON FLORA 

 
COMMON FAUNA 

 
FOREST TYPES IN BNP  

 

 Cereals: Ragi, Paddy, Corn, Jwar, 

Castor 

 Horticulture: Banana, Coconut, 

Vegetables, Sugarcane, Mulberry 

 Floriculture 

 Plantations: Palm, Betel Nuts, 

Eucalyptus 

 

Tamarind, Neem, Arjuna, 

Sandalwood, Bamboo, Euclyptus, 

Butterfly Tree, Golden Flame 

 

Elephant, Bandicoot, Bonnet 

Macaque, Jackal, Wild Boar, Sloth 

Bear, Indian Rock Python, Leopard, 

Small Indian Civet, Sambar, Chital, 

Barking Deer 

+ 222 variety of Birds 

 

 Moist deciduous forests 

 Dry deciduous forests 

 Thorny scrub  

 Grass lands 
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Figure 3: Range-wise Map of BNP  

(source: Ramachandra et.al 2016) 

 THE BUFFER ZONE 

Three sides of BNP comprise of dense to highly dense human habitations, where people are 

engaged in subsistence agriculture, livestock rearing, silkworm production, manual labour in 

mining and stone quarries, construction work, horticulture and plantations while a small 

proportion is also employed in informal sector jobs.  

South-eastern and southern side of the Park borders Tamil Nadu, where Talli and Bilikal reserve 

forests create an extension for BNP. Vicinity of the park has about 147 villages while 17 hamlets 

(enclosures) lie within its boundaries. 

BNP and its buffer region intersects with four prime roads, connecting its north, west and eastern 

edge with a number of urban centres of Bengaluru city. Lying on the Park’s east and south-east, 

Hosur road links Bengaluru to Electronic City- the global Information Technology powerhouse 

employing hundreds of thousands of workers and generating billions of annual services exports. 

By the Park’s north-east passes the twin Jigani-Anekal roads providing transit route to the vast 

Jigani Industrial area which holds a number of manufacturing units, and linking along with 

numerous small layouts and townships. On its north, Bannerghatta road binds a number of well-

known education institutions, business parks, premium residential apartments and dense 

neighbourhoods. And Kanakapura road, flanked on BNP’s western side is overlooking an 

enormous surge in real estate development in addition to a couple of large transit infrastructure 

projects in pipeline. 

BNP has a peculiarly irregular shape- long, steep and weathered, measuring about 59 km 

in length while the width varying from 13.8 km to just 0.3 km at one point (see Figure 3). 

Such a shape on one hand makes the Park, including its Core area highly vulnerable to 

anthropogenic impacts from surrounding human-dominated landscape. On the other hand, 

it also implies that this region must have evolved through a long history of forest-people 

interactions. In any case, this fact makes it more vital for us to understand what might be a design 

of robust and functional buffer zone for BNP. 
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In June 2016, state government of Karnataka declared 268.96 square kilometres of ESZ around BNP in a draft notification1. Notification hung pending-for-approval for a 

little less than a year, until in Februrary 2017 state went back to MoEFCC to quash the draft and replace it with an amended version.2 ESZ area now reduced by 87.39 

sq. km to be 181.57 sq. km. 

Clearly some activity in this period of time caused the stunning reduction in the regulated area. In absence of clear information, I try to look at the available evidence to 

understand what could have prompted the change in BNP’s ESZ. 

The minutes of the 24th ESZ Expert Committee meeting where the notification was replaced do not contain reasoning by the state to carry the amendment, despite a 

mention that detailed deliberations took place in this respect. But it states that no comments were received from public/stakeholders (24th ESZ MoM p. 46)3. So the 

minutes help us draw a limited inference that any instance of written objection from public was not at all a factor to the change in ESZ. But why did MoEF choose to keep 

the reasoning undocumented in this case? What did the ‘off-the-record’ discussion contained?  

Media reports in the immediate aftermath of the above meeting gives some signal, 

 

Three questions immediately emerge from this quote, 

Who were these political representatives?  

What mechanism did they use to put pressure on forest office?  

And most importantly, what was the motive to shrink the proposed buffer zone?

                                                
1 Notification available: http://www.moef.gov.in/sites/default/files/Bannerghatta%20National%20Park%2C%20Karnataka.pdf 
2 In official communique, revised ESZ notification of BNP awaits an approval from NTCA to confirm the permissibility of including 16 revenue enclosures in ESZ in place of 17 in the earlier draft. Nonetheless there are 
also unconfirmed reports that it is kept on hold until Supreme Court gives clarity on the validity of reducing ESZ to 100 mts, in respect to an order passed recently in context of Dandeli WLS. 
3MoM 24th ESZ meeting: http://www.moef.gov.in/sites/default/files/Minutes%20of%2024th%20ESZ%20Expert%20Committee.pdf (accessed on 06/03/2018) 

 CURIOUS CASE OF REDUCED 
BUFFER AREA 

“There was pressure from political representatives as the proposed area 

covered entire villages. In fact, the demand was to reduce this to 100 m 

around all the villages along Bannerghatta. But, the Supreme Court order 

states a minimum of 1-km zone around protected areas, with certain 

exceptions, and we ensured it was followed as much as possible”  

 

- unnamed senior forest official (The Hindu 2017) 
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4 More information related to formation, findings and modes of public consultation of sub-committee are sought from a RTI application sent to Karnataka Secretariat. 

 CURIOUS CASE OF REDUCED 
BUFFER AREA 

Answer for the first two questions is swiftly found in the decision of Karnataka state government to form a Cabinet Sub-Committee on Delineation of ESZ around NPs and 

WLSs4(Henceforth sub-committee). The ministerial members publically indicated their opposition to lengthy ESZ (like 5-10 km), citing their potential to cause disruption in “livelihood 

and mobility of people living around protected areas” (Deccan Herald 2015b). Reports also pointed to the co-incidence of many committee members also carrying political stakes in 

the regions under review by them, besides the presence of mining and quarrying sites in possible buffer zones (Deccan Herald 2015a, 2015b). 

Therefore, we can assume that a significant weightage of political pressure could have flown from the highest level of government in the state. The mandate given to the sub-

committee and the process of stakeholder consultation following its formation clearly open the channels to influence the decisions ultimately made by forest office. 

But this information provides little in respect to deconcentrated politics and capacity of local actors to sway policies and demonstrate power play. Such findings will need a location-

specific field study around BNP’s buffer. 

The third question about the motive to shrink ESZ is still unanswered. So far this is a key question for the study for its aim to underline policy-drivers in buffer areas of BNP. 

Assertions in the press about the presence of political constituency and commercial mining interests of politicians hardly uncover the truth. Hence I used other sources to find out 

what perceptions and physical factors influence the buffer zone policy. 

 

Photo 1-4: Yet another old-growth tree felled on Bannerghatta Road to provide surface for Metro line connecting Gottigere- a village at the northern edge of BNP 
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Interviews with two senior forest officers5 with a direct knowledge on this question provided critical inputs to start off. 

”. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
5 I am withholding their names and designation to avoid any adverse professional impact or conflict due to the views expressed by them. 

 HOW DO FOREST OFFICIALS VIEW 
BUFFER ZONES I 

“(These) laws harass farmers- we (FD) have more enemies now than 

before. How can a law restrict a private land from a kind of use…at the 

end of the day my forest guard and the ranger who has to execute the 

law! They have to confront the people. What are they supposed to do? 

You need to go and speak to people at the fringe about how they feel 

about this. They are angry.” 

“Only quarrying needs to be stopped around BNP, which we did back in 

1991 issuing safe zone notification that prohibits mining in 1 km from BNP 

boundary” 

Senior officer also stated that FD “knows the law, and the extent it needs to 

be applied to” implying that the ground implementation of ESZ will take place 

according to their own judgement, irrespective of the size of ESZ declared. 

He made another important point stating that “developers are being sold 

lands in the villages around BNP because farmers do not think they can fight 

the (restrictive) law”. He was referring to land use regulations in ESZ rules 

that often create fear and uncertainty among farmers about the value of their 

lands, and the scope of using it in the future. On the other hand, in local 

perception real estate developers can twist the law and get away by using 

their influence and tactics if any restrictions are enforced on lands close to 

forest. 

The first interview with the senior among the two officers suggested 

that he has adverse views about manifold restrictions introduced in 

ESZs. He feared the rules might be seen as harassment by farmers 

while exacerbating mistrust and confrontation between people and 

forest department. 

He thought only prohibiting quarrying was required around BNP. He 

was also not in favour of a Pan-India common law to declare and 

manage buffer zones, as according to him it “does not recognize the 

culture of the region”. 
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 SHORT RESPONSE FOR SENIOR 
FOREST OFFICIAL 

 

 

Beyond the direct inferences, above responses also give a few discussion points for 

later use in this study.  

Firstly, the on-site photo evidence (Photo 4: Ongoing mining in the Park’s buffer region) 

other studies (Ramachandran et.al 2016) and numerous press reports show that the 

claim to have prohibited mining and quarrying is totally false (Photo 3: scanned copy of 

1991 Safe Zone notification). These activities continue to thrive very close to BNP, and 

in reportedly even within its core territory.  

Secondly, it is common to find laws that restrict/regulate land uses everywhere in India, 

so ESZ rules are not unique in that respect. And anyway ESZ guidelines are not 

restrictive of any agricultural or allied activity. In fact, they have provisioned to promote 

farm-based livelihoods in ESZ.  

Thirdly, it is a fair point that any precautionary law is as good as its execution, along with 

its acceptance by the affected masses. Laws cannot be draconian. And they shouldn’t 

cause anxiety among people, and insecurity for their life, quality of life, assets and 

income. This idea gets more critical when people in question belong to economically 

and socially weaker band of the society. Precautionary laws like ESZ should also not 

place state and its officials in direct conflict with local people. 

I will cite these discussion points again in the section on Social Fences later. 

 

 

Photo 3, top & Photo 4, bottom 
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 HOW DO FOREST OFFICIALS VIEW 
BUFFER ZONES II 

“Why is conflict increasing? Habitations close to forests, Layouts are 

increasing, Farm houses (too). Cropping pattern has to change that does 

not attract elephants.” 

“In growing city like Bangalore forests cannot be compromised. That is 

where RMP is crucial for us. We should not reach a situation in long 

term where city chokes the forest.” 

The second interview with a local-level officer at BNP took a different 

trajectory. Rooted in localised reality, he clearly saw the surge in human 

habitations, and types of crops grown in the vicinity as two key drivers of the 

increasing conflict around the Park.  

And with that pretext, he found city’s Master Plan could be an effective tool 

to at least manage the density of built-up areas in BNP’s buffer. 

“The awareness meetings (about ESZ) must be led by government…like 

(officials from) revenue department. Forest department should only be 

one of the members, otherwise people will say that you (forest dept.) did 

this. Politicians can be involved too- their voice has more weightage.” 

“BNP is unique to be at the edge of growing city like Bangalore. There is 

no other forest like this.” 

Like the senior officer, he was also worried about the critical reception of 

ESZ rules locally, and subsequent abomination among people towards 

forest department. His views firmly advocated an all-encompassing effort 

from the government and political representatives to support the execution 

of ESZ. 

This followed with a reminder that BNP is a heritage site for Bengaluru- a 

forest that brings a unique contrast to the thriving metro city. This is 

essentially the fact which should shake rest of the government to partner in 

BNP’s conservation and help consolidate its buffer zones. 
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 HOW DO FOREST OFFICIALS VIEW 
BUFFER ZONES III 

“BNP is like a wall. After (this Park) there is Tamil Nadu, and on other side 

Cauvery Wildife Sanctuary & MM Hills. So all the development is now 

taking place towards Kanakapura and Mysore roads.” 

“Man-animal conflict is a big issue. We have to restraint elephants inside 

forest. We are taking a lot of steps…elephant proof trenches, barricades 

made of railway tracks, compensation on crop loss, solar fences, elephant 

depredation camps, awareness among people…we are trying a lot of 

things.” 

“…the negative image people will carry due to certain action of forest 

department, or nuisance of wild animals.” 

In terms of local development, officer did not see any immediate threat of 

large projects coming BNP’s way. His concerns largely underlined changes 

in area level scenario- comprising of small real estate and housing schemes 

that are densifying at a fast pace. 

He was aware about the construction of highways, railway network, metro 

line and smart city projects towards the western side. But he saw BNP more 

or less immune to these development works, going on to say that the Park 

has actually ensured that large projects in Bengaluru are naturally diverted 

away from it. Officer, too preoccupied to secure the immediate buffer zone 

of BNP, did not had the braveries to even account the extended buffer zone 

that facilitate the critical elephant corridor (This report, pp.31). 

Reducing conflict between people and elephants was at the top of his 

agenda to improve the situation at BNP’s buffer. This is a task where FD is 

placed to work on their strengths and resources. Hence he was most 

comfortable to execute buffer management plans rooted within forest 

territory (like improving forest landscape, restraining elephants, monitoring 

encroachments on forest land and poaching). 

By controlling elephants from causing loss and anxiety in surrounding 

region, he aimed to improve perception of forest department among locals, 

as well as preserve the agricultural character of land in the buffer. 

Nevertheless, leverage gained through such measures are useful to 

subsidise people-centric regulatory policies, outside forest territory such as 

land-use controls recommended in ESZ. 

“BNP is like a wall. After (this Park) there is Tamil Nadu, and on other side 

Cauvery Wildife Sanctuary & MM Hills. So all the development is now 

taking place towards Kanakapura and Mysore roads.” 

Officer raised a crucial point underscoring the challenge to protect forest 

land from encroachments in the past due to a range of reasons- unclear 

colonial and post-independence era land records, land grants, land allotted 

for special purposes, and for specific time period, resettlement of people 

and conflicting records between revenue and forest department. 
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 COMPARISON: BNP’s ESZ & 
IDEAL BUFFER ZONE 

Interviews with forest officials provide vital inputs about the 

challenges faced by BNP’s buffer and conservation priorities of Park 

managers. But understandably, those inputs bear biases drawing 

from their professional mandate, available resources and past 

experience of working with locals, in addition to the limitations 

anyhow associated with qualitative techniques. Therefore, they 

require corroboration with more systematic studies in the region. 

A 2016 study conducted by Centre for Ecological Sciences (CES) at 

IISc (Ramachandra et.al 2016) is the most comprehensive analysis 

of the buffer zones around BNP till date. It was supported by 

Karnataka Forest department supposedly to scientifically inform 

their decision to declare ESZ for BNP, strangely after they had 

already sent the first draft ESZ to Central government. The findings 

were likely been shared with the public representatives in the 

cabinet sub-committee before ESZ was squeezed in the second 

draft. This links us back to the earlier questions of the mechanism 

and motives which influenced the ESZ. 

Figure 4: Intersection of BNP’s Buffer Zone and Urban 

Agglomeration of Bengaluru City 
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6 On testing a sample of village/localities names, those in ESR were found to be significantly more accurate than ESZ. Therefore, ‘Village Names’ were corrected in ESZ according to ESR. 
7 In addition, it also includes 16 revenue enclosures within the park boundary, not accounted in this analysis. 
8 Six more ESR 1 areas not included in ESZ were found part of revenue enclosures/forest reserves. 

 COMPARISON: BNP’s ESZ & 
IDEAL BUFFER ZONE 

A key output of the study is a spatial analyses of land-use in buffer region of BNP, which 

is taken to be 5 km from the Park boundary. Villages in the buffer are classified into four 

eco-sensitive regions (ESR), where ESR 1 deserves highest conservation and so on. 

To test the impact of this study on the draft ESZ, I compared the villages proposed in 

both the documents. Further I factored the extent of ESZ in these villages as well. 

Names of villages in ESR report were taken as a base to form a common “Village 

Name“attribute.6  

To start-off, draft ESZ includes 77 villages in the zone7. In contrary, ESR study assigns a 

total of 402 villages some level of eco-sensitivity in respect to BNP. Even if we eliminate 

ESR-3 and ESR-4 by arguing that they mostly include highly dense localities in 

Bengaluru city, 5-10 km away from BNP making little sense as Park’s buffer- we are still 

left to compare 147 villages from the first two categories of proposed ESR with 77 ESZ 

villages. 

I found 53 villages common between ESR-1 and draft ESZ. Out of them, 41 are entirely 

included while 12 villages are given perfunctory 100-mts extent. 10 villages from ESR-1 

do not appear in ESZ at all.8 (Annexure I) 

In the second round of analysis, 21 villages are found common between ESR-2 and 

draft ESZ. Of these villages 17 are entirely included while four have a 100-metres of 

perfunctory extent. 58 villages in ESR-2 remain out of ESZ. (Annexure II) 
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9 In the end, surprisingly three villages in ESZ not appear in any of the categories of eco-sensitivity 

 COMPARISON: BNP’s ESZ & 
IDEAL BUFFER ZONE 

Summing it up, 73 villages labelled highly eco-sensitive by the ESR 

report are totally left out from BNP’s ESZ, while out of the 74 villages9 

made part of ESZ, 16 are just a perfunctory inclusion of 100-meters. 

More so, 10 villages evaluated to be a highest priority for creating a 

viable ESZ stand excluded from draft notification. Whereas entire ESR-3 

and ESR-4 comprising of 255 localities anyway remains out of ESZ list. 

Table1: THE RED-LIST 

Bachahalli Not Included 

Bantanalu  

Bilakanakuppe  

Chikkamukodlu 

 

Elachavadi   

Honniganahalli   

Jangalapalya   

Kannaikana Agrahara   

Mallapur   

Manjilnatha   

Basavanapura 100 mts. 

Bhoothanahalli  

Bijhalli 
 

Bilwaradahalli  

Bommasandra1  

Doddaguli  

Gottikere  

Guddeveeranahosahalli  

Hosadurga  

Kallakere  

Salbanni  

Tippuru  

Red-listed villages on the right are those considered 

highly eco-sensitive in respect to BNP, yet not included 

in the Draft ESZ OR given a perfunctory 100-mts zone. 
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 COMPARISON: BNP’s ESZ & 
IDEAL BUFFER ZONE 

The analysis raise startling questions for us. 

 Why did the decision-makers overlook such a large number of villages?  

 How did the FD agreed to disregard criticality of 22 red-list villages in its task to outline a 

functional buffer zone for BNP?  

 What lies in these villages that forced them out of the regulatory eye? 

These questions are set to turn extremely stark and controversial once information on revised ESZ is made 

public. We must remember BNP’s ESZ is now only 181 sq. km, a reduction of a third of the original area. 

This means we will find many more highly eco-sensitive villages out of the notified ESZ, leading to an even 

longer Red-List. 

One has to also remember that the ESR study was commissioned by the forest department. It was 

subsequently conducted by the best scientific institute in the country, through a rigorous protocol based on 

spatio-temporal as well as field techniques. These facts must have surfaced before the sub-committee. Yet 

they chose to ignore the scientific advice shows that the stakes are very high in the areas left out of the 

buffer. 

Answers to these questions can be found through location-centric field studies to find spatial and socio-

economic patterns in these villages. This is a potential task for the next phase of this project. 
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But even in the absence of these studies, available documentary evidence 

might lead us to some hint on what factors possibly influenced relegation of 

ESZ. One of those factors emerged to be the urban planning policy of 

Bengaluru due to its proximity with BNP. Evidence from across the globe shows 

us an increasing interaction between cities and green spaces (FAO 2016). A 

large proportion of this evidence points out to the negative impact of urban 

growth on urban ecosystems and natural features like water bodies, forests and 

wildlife (Pfeifer et.al 2017). Development policies adopted by cities seem to be 

in contrary to those needed to build sustainable cities (Trzyna 2001). Multitude 

of local evidence from Bengaluru substantiate the global results (Nagendra 

2016; Ramachandra 2011; D’Souza & Nagendra 2011). At the same time some 

studies also underline emerging realisation among city managers to relook their 

policies in favour of sustainability and preserving urban green spaces (Brunette 

2003; Melbourne 2012; Vancouver 2016). Therefore, it was pertinent to examine 

Bengaluru’s urban policy in respect to the stance it took towards BNP and its 

ESZ. I essentially asked two questions, 

 Did the city administrators of Bengaluru lobby alongside political forces, 

deliberately pitching for exclusion of certain localities from this regulatory law? 

 What is the role of development and urbanization in Bengaluru and BNP’s 

buffer? 

  

Strategy of BDA to develop peri-urban areas of Bengaluru has been criticised 

for its negative impact on local lifestyles, not adapting to local landforms and 

ecological systems, and for only producing ‘monocultured housing layouts’ 

(Saldanah 2003). Peri-urban growth and urbanisation in Bengaluru has also 

elsewhere shown to have depleted water bodies and fragmented the green 

spaces (Lele.et.al 2013; Nagendra 2012; Chandrashekar 2003). Southern 

periphery has borne the impact of this phenomenon more than rest of the 

city; but even the other parts of the green belt which at the moment seem 

to be improving, are predicted to lose the green cover very fast. This is 

because the vegetation in these areas is largely temporary in nature, made 

of water-guzzling plantations grown with an aim to prepare land for 

development (Nagendra 2012).  

This pattern of development has a direct impact on BNP’s buffer, which lies at 

the Southern edge of Bangalore Metropolitan Area (BMA), coinciding with the 

existing and proposed green belt of Bengaluru city. A recent study has shown 

fragmentation of green cover at the edges of the Park- particularly at its eastern 

and western side (Adhikari 2015), likely spurred by large-scale development 

around Jigani-Anekal road as well as Hosur road and Kanakapura road. 

 

 

 

 INTERACTION:  
BENGALURU CITY & BNP 
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10 This argument is countered for instance by Ananya Roy and Gautam Bhan, showing in practical sense Indian cities grow incrementally, auto-constructed by large, diverse group of people who choose to settle in 

them (Roy 2009; Bhan 2016) 

 INTERACTION: 
BENGALURU CITY & BNP 

Table 2: Villages Common to BDA and ESZ Territory 

S.no. Village Name ESZ extent Red-listed Taluk 

1 Piliganahalli  100 mts  Bangalore 

South 

2 Gottigere 100 mts Yes Bangalore 

South 

3 Basavanpura  100 mts Yes Bangalore 

South 

4 Hommadevanahalli 100 mts  Bangalore 

South 

5 Kalkere 100 mts Yes Anekal 

6 Vaderahalli Entire village  Anekal 

7 Gollahalli  Entire village  Anekal 

8 Bannerghatta Entire village  Anekal 

9 Byrappanahalli  Entire village  Anekal 

10 Mantapa  Entire village  Anekal 

11 Begihalli  Entire village  Anekal 

12 Bilwaradahalli  100 mts Yes Anekal 

13 Bhuthanahalli 100 mts Yes Anekal 

14 Bannerghatta 

Kaval 

Not in ESZ  Anekal 

 

Source: Draft RMP 2031, Volume 4, Chapter 31 

In this respect it is important to question whether RMP-2031 (henceforth just RMP) 

proactively addresses unregulated, rapid development in BNP’s buffer as a prime focus? And 

does RMP appears to restore or protect vegetation which is declining at BNP’s buffer? 

Theoretically Master Plans lay the groundwork of a city’s growth trajectory by long term urban 

planning.10 Hence, what lies for BNP’s buffer zone in the new master plan is a key parameter 

to describe it from urban planning perspective. 

In RMP, this region comes under Planning District 30 (PD 30: Bannerughatta), wherein 15.89 

sq. km of BNP lies within Local Planning Area (LPA) of Bangalore Development Authority 

(BDA) (Chapter 31, RMP-2031). This area comprises of 14 villages as listed in Table 2. 

In text, RMP propose to maintain a status quo at PD 30, to support regulatory provisions in 

ESZ proposal. It also proposes to retain agricultural zone in PD 30 even where it is outside 

ESZ. Plan envisages a number of small-scale development activities like village roads, 

playgrounds, parks, bus depots, junctions and SWM facilities in identified villages, complying 

with the minimal need to upgrade physical infrastructure in proportion to local population and 

their aspirations. To this level, it seems BDA has approved to let ESZ guidelines supersede 

its own growth agenda in Bannerughatta district. 

Nevertheless, widening of Sakalavara road and road via Malle Nalasandra to 24 meters (80 

ft.) is likely to create a significant impact on BNP’s buffer. These roads will open an 

alternative to Bannerghatta Main road, expectedly driving up the demand and price of land- 

which eventually triggers real estate and its consequent impact on the buffer. 
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However, Master Plan alone cannot be relied to fully comprehend the pace and pattern of urbanisation in a 

given area. I argue that at least three large-scale transit projects are going to substantially change the land-

cover land-use dynamics around BNP.  

First, 4-laning of Kanakapura road (NH-209) will affectively block the tiny passage which is available for 

elephants using Bannerghatta-Satyamangalam corridor, leading to a high risk of aggravation in human-

elephant conflict around BNP. The conflict is going to make it much more difficult for Park to retain its 

natural buffer, as this report will later point out. Besides upgraded NH-209 is planned to provide additional 

connectivity with Tamil Nadu, along with an alternate for Bengaluru-Mysore highway (NH-275). It means 

highway will turn into a major arterial road, stimulating housing and commercial development usually seen 

corresponding to such a move. 

Second, the red line of Namma Metro starting from Nagavara in North Bengaluru stretches up to Gottigere- 

one of the ESZ villages at BNP’s northern most edge. Due to low rental cost and buying cost of residential 

space compared to prices in rest of the Bengaluru city, urbanising villages in BNP’s periphery become very 

attractive to those seeking affordable housing. The enormous connectivity to areas up to far north of 

the city is expected to bring a lot of these people to settle in the buffer zone, resulting in high 

density, population pressure but most importantly a demand to upgrade infrastructure and civic 

facilities. Such demand is going to directly confront the ideal conditions for maintaining socially and 

ecologically balanced buffer zone for BNP. 

Third, a proposal to build a suburban railway for Bengaluru has recently emerged which will link satellites 

towns like Bidadi and Ramnagara to the city. Surprisingly RMP does not reflect such a big ticket 

infrastructure project. Because towns and villages in the South of the city are reported to be prime focus 

for this railway network it will potentially impact BNP’s buffer. But it is very difficult to comment on the level 

of this impact until more clarity and information is passed onto public domain. 
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 INTERACTION: 
BENGALURU CITY & BNP 

A common feature in the three infrastructure projects is their large-scale 

suburban transit use. It is in line with trajectory of urban planning for large 

Indian cities, which is gradually moving towards the concept of ‘transit oriented 

cities’ as a core idea. RMP envisions a similar character for Bengaluru and its 

suburbs as well (Vol. 3, RMP-2031). 

This concept solicits for a network of small urban centres connected with the core city 

through deliberate planning of large-scale multi-modal public transport infrastructure. 

It essentially encourages building of new cities that would absorb the incoming 

population- while they continue to depend on the central city for commercial and 

employment purposes. National Capital Region (NCR) of India is apt example of this 

trajectory where Delhi is able to interact with a necklace of smaller cities around it like 

NOIDA, Faridabad, Gurgaon and Ghaziabad. 

An interesting correlation emerge between potential locations of transit infrastructure 

and actual location of UPAs. When I looked at the urban growth in metropolitan areas 

of large Indian cities (Malladi et.al 2017) I found that there is a high probability of 

an UPA to lie at (or pushed and pressed to) the fringe of the city. Therefore, it 

is very likely to collide with the route of transit infrastructure that by definition 

pass through the urban fringe to connect satellite towns. 

Because this infrastructure requires substantial land acquisition, general perception 

about urban forests to be ‘free, waste, vacant or easily violable land’ lures the 

relevant parties to negotiate a portion of forest and its buffer zone for the project. 

We see this pattern in case of Mumbai where a popular movement is going on to 

oppose a Metro car shed and a road on Aarey colony- a critical buffer zone for 

SGNP. A similar proposal to cut through the edge of KBR National Park in 

Hyderabad for a suburban flyover is under discussion. In past, Jhalana WLS in 

Jaipur faced intrusion of a 300-metre-long tunnel in a move to expand the city 

southwards. Such cases might increase manifold if urban forests other than national 

parks and sanctuaries are also taken into account. 

In this pretext, we can then argue that the pattern of urbanisation causing 

fragmentation of buffer zones around urban forests is now led by an overt 

form of large scale transit infrastructure. 

This is different from the earlier pattern which was covert in nature. That caused 

fragmentation by taking advantage of anomalies in land titles, weak environmental 

laws, weak regulatory enforcement and chaos of overlapping governing institutions 

(Saldanha 2003, Ramaswamy 2007, Benjamin 2011, Balasubramanian 2011, 

Ramachandran et.al. 2016). 

And turning back to the main question, could the regulatory impact of ESZ on any of 

these large-scale transit projects and associated development induced the political 

and bureaucratic stakeholders to squeeze down eco-sensitive region of 

Bannerghatta National Park? 
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 AN ELEPHANTINE QUESTION 

As I will intensify the engagement with buffer region of BNP we will start to get more clarity on many of these 

complex, inter-related topics. Meanwhile a strange situation is emerging where the discussion on ESZ has 

diverted from the merits of the argument of notifying eco-sensitive region for a forest. Instead intellectual and 

advocacy efforts had inadvertently turned to somehow halt the squeeze in the eco-sensitive area of the Park. 

But this defensive strategy is unlikely to accrue visible gains for the green cover and wildlife in BNP. Ground 

realities in respect to a functional buffer zone at the fringe of the BNP remain unchanged. The core principle 

of ESZ advocates a contagious corridor for wildlife and minimising negative anthropogenic impact on 

forest. Therefore, any efforts must keep this principle as a benchmark while arguing for inclusion of 

any particular area. 

In BNP’s case corridor in question is anchored by elephants. Previous sub-sections cover part of the narrative 

of anthropogenic impact on BNP. But will ESZ henceforth designed be enough to create a case for a viable 

habitat and corridor for elephants? 

Preference to resource-rich, and low-disturbance environment is a normal behaviour of elephants. This 

characteristic also helps them survive in fragmented forests because they are able to adjust their foraging 

behaviour and movement such that humans could be avoided (Sukumar 2003). This could be a reason that 

humans and elephants survive together in India, despite high to very high human density around many 

elephant habitats (Menon 2017). 

However, in BNP elephants are documented to feel high stress levels when they have to modify their 

behaviour due to double edged pressure of moving through fragmented forests, where forests are also 

depleted in resources (Srinivasaiah 2012). Intense crop raiding by elephants in villages located in BNP’s 

buffer, and resultant conflict (Gopalkrishna 2010, Srinivasaiah 2012) is a consequence of two factors- 

degraded vegetation inside the core, especially in the dry season, and rapidly urbanising Park’s 

neighbourhood. Together they translate to a constant decline in extent of area for elephants to find alternative 

foraging grounds. 
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 AN ELEPHANTINE QUESTION 

Then why are many fast urbanising peripheral villages of the Park completely 

left out of ESZ, besides a perfunctory 100-meter zone for a few?  

Shouldn't then the whole elephant corridor, that passes through southern 

Bengaluru, starting from Bannerghatta NP notified as ESZ?  

These are the two immediate questions that emerge for us when we think about 

strategy to ensure BNP does not turn into an irreversibly violent theatre of man-

animal conflict. 

By definition, ESZs are designed to be corridor links...to prevent isolation of 

fragments of biodiversity (NWAP 2002), as well as shock absorbers and transition 

zones…to minimize negative impact of certain activities on fragile ecosystem 

encompassing the PA (ESZ Guidelines 2011). 

In case of BNP, well conserved buffer zone and the elephant corridor is the transition 

zone to absorb the shock of rapid urbanisation which affects elephant habitat and its 

movement. 

One might casually think about permissibility of including corridor into ESZ, but there 

is no argument that ESZ has to be a surrounding region, peripheral to a Park. ESZ 

guidelines in respect to the extent of the zone clearly state, 

In case where sensitive corridors, connectivity and ecologically important 

patches, crucial for landscape linkage, are even beyond 10 km width, these 

should be included in the Eco-Sensitive Zone (sec 4.2). 

Further even in context of a particular Protected Area, the distribution of an 

area of Eco-Sensitive Zone, and extent of regulation may not be uniform all 

around and it could be variable width and extent (sec 4.3). 

Therefore, it is clearly possible to declare areas interspersing with the BNP 

elephant corridor, which then is not an encircling region for BNP but an elongated 

zip-like stretch not directly connected to BNP all the way but critical to maintain 

peace and ecological integrity along the Park’s buffer. 
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 This report makes an important breakthrough to uniquely identify urban PAs in India which might set the stage for more 

urban-oriented research on forests. It is able to show that an archetype could be developed to better govern regions where 

forest and cities interact directly or indirectly. Even more importantly this preliminary assessment shows the pathway to 

improve methods to identify urban forests and impact of cities on them. 

The central story of the report starts in a manner that if a centrally authorised land regulation (ESZ rules) is imposed in text 

and spirit, situation in the buffer region is going to remarkably change. Although in practical terms we know well that neither 

any urban planning or land-use regulation in Bengaluru (Sundaresan 2013) or other Indian cities has ever effectively 

worked so then why ESZ would! Hence report needs to check its trajectory of keeping a centralised focus on correcting the 

Law and turn it onto the incremental nature of growth of urban spaces. 

Narratives on Political pressure, Views of forest officials, Role of BDA and Large transit projects on buffer regions are 

clearly monochromatic due to a common theme of top-level action affecting situation at the ground. Doing that, we 

completely miss the spatial narratives rooted in niche spaces and factors, alien to a centralised law and governance 

oriented narrative. 

Therefore, next phase of the project must attend the grounded stories related to commons like gomala land, small farmers 

and land-use intensification, man-animal interaction, water, local politics, cultural institutions and livelihoods. 

Peri-urban literature might be a ready reckoner in this regard. Parts of BNP’s buffer area, especially in the Northern and 

Western edge, qualify to be called peri-urban areas as well. As a concept, it is well-researched both globally and locally 

hence we are likely to enrich this discussion by drawing from those outcomes. Topics such as agriculture, real estate 

development, public mobility, migration, employment, housing, cultural changes and land politics are substantially covered 

in peri-urban studies of Bengaluru. These topics have the potential to fill the missing links in the story of BNP’s buffer so far. 

 

 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

Figure 5: Buffer zones of urban forests like 

BNP are often a confluence of four unique 

landscape types 
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ESR-1 COMMON IN ESZ VILLAGES 

1 Arkere Entire village 

2 Attiguppe Entire village 

3 Bagganadoddi Entire village 

4 Banimkodu Entire village 

5 Bannerughatta Entire village 

6 Basavanapura 100 mtr 

7 Begihalli Entire village 

8 Bhimasandra Entire village 

9 Bhoothanahalli 100 mtr 

10 Bijhalli 100 mtr 

11 Bijjahalli Entire village 

12 Bilwaradahalli 100 mtr 

13 Bommasandra1 100 mtr 

14 Bukkasagara Entire village 

15 Byrappanahalli Entire village 

16 Chlakanahalli Entire village 

17 Devarahalli Entire village 

18 Doddaguli 100 mtr 

19 Ganganahalli Entire village 

20 Gattigonda Entire village 

21 Godur2 Entire village 

22 Gollahalli4 Entire village 

23 Gottigehalli Entire village 

24 Gottikere 100 mtr 

25 Guddeveeranahosahalli 100 mtr 

26 Gullahalli Kaval Entire village 

27 Halasuru Entire village 

28 Hanchiguli Entire village 

29 Hosadurga 100 mtr 

30 Hunasanahalli Entire village 

31 Indlavadiura Entire village 

32 Kallakere 100 mtr 

33 Kallanakuppe Entire village 

34 Katrinatha Entire village 

35 Kebbre Entire village 

36 Kengalnath Gollahalli Entire village 

37 Kerelallusandra Entire village 

38 Kolagondanahalli Entire village 

39 Kolalgundi Entire village 

40 Linganapura Entire village 

41 Mahanth Lingapur Entire village 

42 Mantapa Entire village 

43 Narayanapura Entire village 

44 Ragihalli Entire village 

45 Salbanni 100 mtr 

46 Shivanahalli-Ragihalli Entire village 

47 Tattikere Entire village 

48 Thammanayakanahalli Entire village 

49 Thattaguppe Entire village 

50 Thattekere Entire village 

51 Therubeedi Entire village 

52 Tippuru 100 mtr 

53 Vaddarapalya Entire village 

54 Chikkabettahalli Enclosure ESZ 
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ESR-2 COMMON IN ESZ VILLAGES 

Anekadaburu Entire village 

Balagondanahalli Entire village 

Bekuppe Entire village 

Biliganakuppe Entire village 

Chikkahosahalli Entire village 

Doddamaralavadi Entire village 

Dodkaballi Entire village 

Galapur 100 mtr 

Gulakamale Entire village 

Herandyapanahalli 100 mtr 

Hommadevanahalli 100 mtr 

Indlavadi Entire village 

Jakkasandra Entire village 

Kadujakkanahalli Entire village 

Kallubalu Entire village 

Kebbehalli Entire village 

Maniyambal Entire village 

Mavathoor Entire village 

Pillaganahalli 100 mtr 

Tharalu Entire village 

Vaderahalli1 Entire village 

ESR-2 VILLAGES EXCLUDED FROM ESZ 

Ajjabasavanahatti 

Ajjegowdanavalse 

Alakabelalur 

Amani Bidarakere 

Aralalu 

Badamanavarthekaval (P) 

Balepura 

Banavasi 

Bhujangadasana A. Kere 

Chikkamralavadi 

Chikkanahalli1 

Dyavsandra 

Gabbadi 

Galapur1 

Giddenahalli 

Godur1 

Gollahalli3 

Halanatha 

Harapanahalli 

Hosahalli2 

Hullavalli 

Hullukasavanahalli 

Huyalappanahalli 

Kaggalahalli 

Kalenagrahara 

Kammanahalli 

Kebbedoddi 

Kembathahalli 

Kempalanatta 

Konasandra 

Kotnur 

Kudigalani 

Lakshmipura 

Marasahalli 

Muggur 

Mylasandra 

Na 

Nallasandra 

Nettigere 

Nidagallu 

Nidagallu Aralalusandra 

Pillaganahalli1 

Raghavanapalya 

Ramasandra 

Rayagodlu 

Sakalavara 

Sunkadakatte 

T.Maniyambal 

Tattiguppe 

Thimmasandra 

Thokasandra 

Tigalarahosahalli 

Virupasandra 

Yadamadu 

Yakkuli 

Yalenahalli 

Yerahalli 

Yeramgere 
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Research was conducted between December 2017 and March 2018.  

Oral consent was obtained from all interviewees. 

 

The report is made possible with support from Urban Fellows Programme at Indian 

Institute for Human Settlements, Bengaluru. 

 

With thanks to Prathigna Poonacha for her valuable insights and direction through the 

period of study. 

 

And lastly, deep thanks to Friends of SGNP team in Mumbai, conversation with whom 

gave me first insights into the unique challenges of managing Urban Parks. We share 

solidarity in more than one ways. 

 

 

 

(top) Lake in the core area of SGNP, Mumbai.  

(middle) Bag full of tamarind collected as NTFP by people from 

Hakki Pikki colony in BNP’s buffer zone. 

(bottom) A sacred grove stands proudly next to a closed landfill 

in BNP’s buffer zone. 


